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Abstract—The active growth and dynamic nature of cellular networks makes challenging accommodating end-users with
flawless quality of service. Identification of network problems
leveraging on machine learning has gained a lot of visibility in
the past few years, resulting in dramatically improved cellular
network services. In this paper, we present a novel methodology
to automate the fault identification process in a cellular network
and to classify network anomalies, which combines supervised
and unsupervised machine learning algorithms. Our experiments
using real data from operational commercial mobile networks
show that our method can automatically identify and classify
networking anomalies, so to enable timely and precise troubleshooting actions.
Index Terms—Network anomalies, feature selection, clustering,
decision trees, machine learning.

I. I NTRODUCTION
There has been a remarkable evolution in cellular networks
during the recent years. With 4G networks, and even more with
the upcoming 5G revolution, network services have gained a
large degree of intelligence, and involve intensive access to
both data communication and computing resources. With the
evolution of cellular networks, it has also come an increase
in structural complexity and heterogeneity of services, which
requires the constant monitoring of the communication system.
Indeed, the early detection and correction of operational issues
and malfunctioning components in the network is needed
to provide network customers with flawless quality of service (QoS) [1]. However, the development and deployment
of monitoring subsystems have to face the fast increase in
technical complexity of networks [2], and a steady increase
in the number and capabilities of mobile devices, hence in
the number and complexity of service instances requested to
the network [3]. To deal with these phenomena, operators are
investing resources into the automation of the maintenance
and troubleshooting tasks through self-healing functionalities
within the scope of self-organizing network operation tools.
Self-healing network mechanisms are accountable for detecting, identifying, and making decisions on recovery actions [1].
There exist various proposals for making fault detection
and self-healing systems effective in mobile networks [4].
However, while traditional approaches lack flexibility and
do not scale, newly-defined approaches based on machine
learning (ML) lack interpretability of results, which hinders

the triggering of proper and effective troubleshooting actions
when a system fault is detected.
In this work, we join the ML research stream while focusing
on the automated detection and classification of possible
network performance anomalies. For training and model evaluation, we use real operational network data collected for cellular service auditing purposes by Nokia in various European
countries. Differently from existing proposals, we develop a
methodology around an interpretable, cost efficient, scalable,
and accessible combination of supervised and unsupervised
ML algorithms.
A. Related Work
Early works on fault detection suggested the use of time series regression methods and Bayesian networks. For instance,
Khanafer et al. [5] proposed a method based on Bayesian
networks to detect faults in UMTS systems, in which they
apply different algorithms to discrete KPIs. Other works, such
as [6], rely on a scoring-based system, in which the authors
build the fault detection subsystem around labeled fault cases.
These cases were previously identified by experts, using a
scoring system to determine how well a specific case matches
each diagnosis target. The work presented in [7] is based on
a supervised genetic fuzzy algorithm that learns a fuzzy rule
base and, as such, relies on the existence of labeled training
sets. Indeed, most of the techniques proposed in the literature
focus on using supervised machine learning algorithms [5]–
[7]. In this paper we show that it may be convenient to
combine different supervised and unsupervised techniques, to
achieve interpretability of results, among other features.
Other works make use of advanced mathematical and
statistical tools. For instance, Ciocarlie et al. [8] address
the problem of checking the effect of network changes via
monitoring the state of the network, and determining if the
changes resulted in degradation. Their fault detection mechanism uses Markov logic networks to create probabilistic
rules that distinguish between different causes of problems.
A framework for network monitoring and fault detection is
introduced in [9], using principal component analysis (PCA)
for dimension reduction, and kernel-based semi-supervised
fuzzy clustering with an adaptive kernel parameter. To evaluate
the algorithms, they use data generated by means of an LTE
system-level simulator. The authors claim that this framework

proactively detects network anomalies associated with various
fault classes. These methods lack the flexibility of ML-based
ones and, differently from our proposal, cannot be fully
automated for a generic network context.
Notably, observing the literature, it is worth to mention
that most of the proposals are evaluated only through network
simulators, and that existing proposals help to detect network
issues but they do not help to interpret the network behavior.
In contrast, in our work we use data collected in real operational networks, and propose a fully automated ML-based
methodology that leads to an easy interpretation of network
behaviors. This includes identifying not only the occurrence
of problems, but also their root cause.
B. Original Contribution of the Work
By means of studying the behavior of real networks with
respect to TCP performance, the main contribution of this
article is a comprehensive ML-based complex methodology
that (i) identifies if a network is behaving as expected or is
under-performing, and (ii) automatically determines with high
accuracy the root causes that lead to performance issues. In
addition, we provide an open source implementation of our
methodology, which is based on the use of the Scikit-learn
library for Python [10]. Besides, we use valuable real data
from commercial networks to test our proposal.
C. Organization of the Paper
The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows. Section II presents background on the ML algorithms used to
develop the methodology. Section III takes a detailed look
into the methodology we propose. Section IV illustrates the
implementation of our methodology and analyzes the results
it achieves when using real data. We summarize and conclude
the paper in Section V.

form of a tree, so each internal node of the tree has an attribute
and a splitting value, which are used to send a data item to
one of the two children of the node. Each leaf of the tree is
associated to a class, so a data item is assigned the class of
the leaf it reaches after traversing the tree starting at the root.
A nice property of decision trees is that they are interpretable:
it is clear from the path followed why a given data item has
been assigned a given class.
A decision tree is built from a pre-classified training dataset,
which is used to choose the attributes and splitting values of
internal nodes, and the classes assigned to the leaves. There
are several ways of choosing attributes and splits at each point
of the tree construction. In this paper we use the Classification
And Regression Tree (CART) algorithm [13] for this, which
uses the Gini impurity metric [11] to choose the best attribute
and split at each point. The Gini impurity of a set of items
belonging to k classes is computed as
γ=

A. Decision Trees
A decision tree is a classification approach that assigns a
class to a data item by comparing its attributes with certain
splitting values for these attributes [12]. This is done in the

pi (1 − pi ),

i=1

where pi is the fraction of items in the set that belong to class
i. The Gini impurity ranges between 0 and 1, where 0 indicates
that all items belong to a single class.
B. k-means
k-means is an unsupervised method for finding compact
clusters (and their corresponding cluster centroids) in a set of
unclassified data items [11]. The parameter k of the method
is the number of clusters to be found. The k-means algorithm
partitions the data into k subsets so that the distances between
the data items and the centroid of their subset is minimized.
Mathematically speaking, this algorithm aims at finding
the partition {S1 , . . . , Sk } of the dataset that minimizes the
following sum-squared error function:

II. BACKGROUND ON M ACHINE L EARNING
Recent advances in ML are showing its potential use in
many different application areas [11]. Networking is one of
these areas that could greatly benefit from ML, for instance for
the detection and classification of anomalies, or the prediction
of its future performance. In this paper we use two well-known
and solid ML techniques. The first technique is decision trees,
which is used for supervised classification (i.e., it requires a
properly labelled dataset from which it learns). The second
technique is k-means, which is used for unsupervised clustering. Instead of using these techniques to blindly classify
and cluster data, we use them in tandem, to make it possible
to understand the features of the available dataset (containing
time series of network and TCP attributes), and so that the
models and results they obtain are interpretable by domain
experts.

k
X

C=

k X
X

kx − ci k2 ,

i=1 x∈Si

where kx − ci k is the Eucledian distance between item x and
ci , and ci is the centroid of all the items in Si .
III. M ETHODOLOGY
The methodology proposed to detect and classify network
problems is based on the analysis of highly correlated key
performance indicators (KPIs), the characterization of the
anomalies found, and the derivation of an interpretable model
for the identification of new problems. In this paper we have
analyzed a collection of experiments in which a file is downloaded, and two KPIs measured and compared: Throughput
Data Rate (TDR) and Round Trip Time (RTT). In case of
TCP protocol, the TDR of a file download is almost directly
derived from the observed RTT. Hence, anomalous data items
(downloads with unexpeceted combinations of TDR and RTT)
are classified depending on the cause of their anomaly (see
Fig. 1). In particular, we will consider in the next section
anomalies caused by radio and TCP problems. Finally, these
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Fig. 1. Possible causes of a performance anomaly, starting with the RTT as
the first choice and moving downwards to identify other factors that cause
anomalies in the TDR observed (when using TCP for downloading files). The
conclusion may be that the cause of the observed anomalies is not identifiable
given the current model.

classification results are used to build a model for the detection
and automated classification of future anomalies.
A. Detecting Anomalies
As mentioned above, the first step of our methodology
is to identify data items (e.g., file downloads) in which
the combination of the two correlated KPIs (e.g., TDR and
RTT) is inconsistent. To do that, we divide the values that
one of the KPIs takes (e.g., the TDR) into different classes
(e.g., low, medium, high), and we use all the input data to
build a decision tree that classifies the data items into these
classes, using only the attributes of the second KPI (e.g., the
average/maximum/minimum RTT observed). In order to avoid
overfitting, we limit the depth of the decision tree.
As a result of the above process, we have a tree that
classifies correctly a large portion of the data items. Intuitively,
these are experiments in which the two KPIs are consistent.
However, there will be a number of items that are not properly
classified by the tree. These are anomalous experiments in
which one KPI does not explain the other. For instance, in
the next section we will observe file download experiments in
which the TDR and the RTT values are inconsistent. These
are the data items that we want to explore further, since they
may be symptoms of an underlying network problem.
B. Clustering Anomalies
In the second step of our methodology, we restrict our
attention to the anomalous data items that were misclassified
by the decision tree in the previous step. We have to identify a
number c of potential causes for the misclassification, and for
each cause, a set of KPIs that can be used to characterize the
problem. For instance, in the next section we have identified
as potential anomalies TCP problems and radio problems.
Hence, using only the KPIs that correspond to each potential
cause, a clustering method (i.e., k-means) is used to divide the
anomalous data items into two clusters. It is expected (and
in fact verified with real data in the next section) that the
clustering process will classify the anomalous experiments into
two classes: those that are affected by the considered potential
cause and those that are not. By applying this process for each
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Fig. 2. Distribution of Throughput Data Rate.

of the c potential causes of problems, we obtain a classification
of anomalous data items into 2c classes.
C. Classifying Anomalies
In the third step, we build a second decision tree with the
full collection of KPIs identified and trained using the items
classified in the previous step. The class into which a data item
is classified by this second tree reflects what makes it to be
anomalous, and it is one of the possible 2c classes identified.
For instance, in the next section the tree obtained in this third
step determines if a given file download is anomalous because
of TCP problems or radio problems (or both, or none). Observe
that the outcome may show that there are several causes for
the same data item. It is also possible that no cause is assigned
to a data item, maybe because it is a false positive or because
the actual cause is not among the set of c considered causes.
In our methodology, we leverage on the interpretability
of decision trees to find which are the conditions in the
KPIs and attributes that make each data item anomalous.
These conditions are given by the path in the decision tree
from the root to the leaf. This is expected to be useful for
the network administrators to identify what is causing the
anomaly. This should allow for a fast diagnose and solution
of the corresponding network problem.
Observe that this decision tree can also be used in the
future to classify other anomalous data items. If the network
administrators have been able to identify the issues that made
an experiment anomalous in the past, they can then use that
experience with new instances, and very possibly fix the
problem quickly.
IV. R ESULTS
In this section, we report the results of our methodology,
implemented by using the widely adopted scikit-learn library
from Python in real data. Scikit-learn provides us with ML
algorithms, such as decision trees and k-means.
A. Experimental Data
To benchmark quality of service in mobile networks, continuous drive tests with end to end test scenarios are performed
every day internally by the network operators (Quality Teams),
and externally by third-parties or government regulators. Each
of these test campaigns can have up to tens of thousands of

Abs_RTT_VolStep_630KB <= 225.468
gini = 0.34
samples = 1494
value = [150, 1195, 149]
class = OK
True

Abs_RTT_VolStep_240KB <= 37.104
gini = 0.505
samples = 314
value = [7, 182, 125]
class = OK

gini = 0.509
samples = 155
value = [2, 70, 83]
class = Good

gini = 0.433
samples = 159
value = [5, 112, 42]
class = OK

False

Abs_RTT_max <= 130.5
gini = 0.274
samples = 1395
value = [69, 1177, 149]
class = OK

Abs_RTT_VolStep_240KB <= 93.478
gini = 0.298
samples = 99
value = [81, 18, 0]
class = Bad

Abs_RTT_max <= 1130.0
gini = 0.149
samples = 1081
value = [62, 995, 24]
class = OK

Abs_RTT_max <= 1467.5
gini = 0.48
samples = 15
value = [6, 9, 0]
class = OK

gini = 0.112
samples = 1036
value = [37, 975, 24]
class = OK

gini = 0.494
samples = 45
value = [25, 20, 0]
class = Bad

gini = 0.18
samples = 10
value = [1, 9, 0]
class = OK

gini = 0.0
samples = 5
value = [5, 0, 0]
class = Bad

Abs_RTT_max <= 1113.5
gini = 0.191
samples = 84
value = [75, 9, 0]
class = Bad

gini = 0.384
samples = 27
value = [20, 7, 0]
class = Bad

gini = 0.068
samples = 57
value = [55, 2, 0]
class = Bad

Fig. 3. Decision tree generated with supervised ML using RTT attributes as input and TDR classes inferred from percentiles (see Fig. 2).

individual test cases, from which specific KPIs are calculated.
These drive tests are normally executed with off-the-shelf
testing equipment (NEMO, TEMS, Swissqual, etc.), capable of
running predefined sequences of tests and collecting relevant
low level radio and traffic information, as well as application
performance statistics. The dataset used for this experimental
validation is a real Test Record (TR) used by Nokia for the
assessment of various mobile networks in year 2019. The
dataset has been generated by processing all the information
provided by the testing equipment and aggregating it at test
level (count, sum, min, max, average, percentiles, etc.). The
resulting dataset has a single row per test and hundreds of
columns summarizing all the dimensions (date, time, location,
network element information, etc.) and features (radio, TCP/IP,
application, etc.) related to that particular test. The data
transmitted in the drive tests is synthetic and does not include
customer’s sensitive information, protected by the European
Union General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) or similar
regulations (i.e., the data has been generated by a testing
device and not by real users). Finally, potentially sensitive
data, such as the identity of the network operator, has been
anonymized.

The actual size of the dataset is 2.2 GB in CSV format
containing 358, 514 rows of data and 1, 164 attributes. Some of
the highlights of the dataset are the ability to filter by test type,
infrastructure, operator, vendor, and technology. In this section
we have only chosen one value from each of these categories
(experiments with other, more complex, choices are left for
future work). As a consequence, the data set used corresponds
to Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) file downloads, in
cities, over LTE networks, and with one single operator (we
anonymize the operator’s name for privacy purposes). Filtering
the dataset with these parameters produced 1, 494 samples.
Henceforth, these are the data items (samples, experiments) to
be used and analyzed.

TABLE I
S UMMARY OF THE DECISION TREE RULES OF FIG 3 PRODUCING THE MOST
SIGNIFICANT RTT ATTRIBUTES AGAINST THE TDR PERCENTILE CLASS
SPLIT SHOWN IN FIG 2

.

Rules
If Abs RTT VolStep 630KB <= 225.468
If Abs RTT VolStep 630KB <= 225.468
and If Abs RTT max <= 130.5
If Abs RTT VolStep 630KB <= 225.468
and If Abs RTT max <= 130.5
and if Abs RTT VolStep 240KB <= 37.104
If Abs RTT VolStep 630KB <= 225.468
and If Abs RTT max <= 130.5
and if Abs RTT VolStep 240KB >37.104
If Abs RTT VolStep 630KB <= 225.468
and If Abs RTT max >130.5
If Abs RTT VolStep 630KB <= 225.468
and If Abs RTT max >130.5
and If Abs RTT max <= 1130.0
If Abs RTT VolStep 630KB <= 225.468
and If Abs RTT max >130.5
and If Abs RTT max >1130.0
If Abs RTT VolStep 630KB >225.468
If Abs RTT VolStep 630KB >225.468
and If Abs RTT VolStep 240KB <= 93.478
If Abs RTT VolStep 630KB >225.468
and If Abs RTT VolStep 240KB <= 93.478
and If Abs RTT max <= 1467.5
If Abs RTT VolStep 630KB >225.468
and If Abs RTT VolStep 240KB <= 93.478
and If Abs RTT max >1467.5
If Abs RTT VolStep 630KB >225.468
and If Abs RTT VolStep 240KB >93.478
If Abs RTT VolStep 630KB >225.468
and If Abs RTT VolStep 240KB >93.478
and If Abs RTT max <= 1113.5
If Abs RTT VolStep 630KB >225.468
and If Abs RTT VolStep 240KB >93.478
and If Abs RTT max >1113.5

Prob.
0.84

Class
TDR OK

0.58

TDR OK

0.54

TDR Good

0.70

TDR OK

0.92

TDR OK

0.94

TDR OK

0.56

TDR Bad

0.82

TDR Bad

0.60

TDR OK

0.9

TDR OK

1.00

TDR Bad

0.89

TDR Bad

0.74

TDR Bad

0.96

TDR Bad

B. Data Analysis
1) TDR Characterization: Fig. 2 depicts the distribution of
the TDR values for the dataset of 1, 494 data items used in
this paper. Using these TDR values, we split the samples into
three groups: those with TDR values above the 90-th percentile

105

Properly classified
Misclassified

104

TDR

(good throughput samples), below the 10-th percentile (bad
samples), and everything else (OK samples). Specifically, the
value of the 10-th percentile was 7, 796 kbit/s, while the
value of the 90-th percentile was 68, 493 kbit/s. This approach
based on the use of statistical percentiles is commonly adopted
by regulators and (self-) quality assessment teams for the
analysis of complex systems, and by the Nokia team involved
in the measurements. Other possible percentile thresholds are
possible, for instance the 20-th and 80-th percentiles could be
used. This choice does not affect the proposed methodology.
2) Detecting Anomalies: We use the TDR split of the 1, 494
samples as a target for a supervised ML decision tree with
three classes: Bad, OK, and Good. Since it is well known
that the TCP throughput is a function of the RTT, in the
classification we use only the RTT attributes available in the
dataset to feed the CART algorithm. As mentioned, to avoid
overfitting we limited the number of internal tree levels to
three. Fig. 3 illustrates the resulting decision tree with RTT
attributes. For a given sample, at the root of the node, it is
decided if the Abs RTT VolStep 630KB attribute (the RTT
after downloading 630 KB) value of the sample is smaller or
equal to 255.468 seconds. If true, we move to the left side
of the tree, and to the right side otherwise. Other information
included in each tree node besides the attribute and split value
is the actual value of the Gini impurity for the class split at
this level of the tree, the total number of samples considered
in the node (1, 494 at the root) and the number of samples
for each label [150, 1195, 149], that correspond to the classes
[Bad, OK, Good]. The class value matches the predicted class
at this level of the tree (the class that has a highest number
of samples). Employing a tree traversal, we will reach a leaf
node, where there are no more conditions, and the class for
the sample is defined. The decision tree depicted in Fig. 3
was able to classify the TDR samples to some degree, with an
accuracy score of 85% (number of correct predictions from
the TDR classes computed by the tree, in this case 1, 269,
over the total number of samples, which is 1, 494). Table I
describes the results generated by the decision tree at relevant
nodes.
After using the decision tree built with the CART algorithm
for the classification of all the samples in the dataset, we still
have 225 samples, which represent 15% of the original dataset,
that are not correctly classified (they are visually reported in
Fig. 4). More in detail, Table II reports the confusion matrix,
which shows how data samples labeled by means of percentile
thresholds are subsequently classified by the decision tree,
based on RTT attributes only. Understanding the cause of these
misclassification is the target of the methodology presented
in the previous section. We therefore consider next how to
cluster these anomalous samples, i.e., the data samples that
are incorrectly modeled and classified with the decision tree.
3) Clustering Anomalies: To cluster the misclassified samples obtained in previous step we have chosen k-means, due
to its suitability for a medium-sized dataset and the ability
to cluster data. We fit k-means with attributes picked from a
homogeneous class of KPIs. In particular, we use either TCP-
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Fig. 4. Graphical plot of the data items properly classified by the decision
tree of Fig. 3 in black, and the misclassified data items in red.
TABLE II

C ONFUSION MATRIX FOR THE SUPERVISED ML CLASSIFIER OF
F IG . 3 TRAINED WITH THE CLASSES IDENTIFIED USING F IG . 2
Bad (percentile)
OK (percentile)
Good (percentile)

Bad (ML)
105
29
0

OK (ML)
43
1096
66

Good (ML)
2
70
83

related KPIs or radio-related ones. I.e., we try to identify if
the problem belongs to TCP events (losses, duplicated ACks,
etc.,), radio quality events (e.g., changes in signal strength), or
a combination of both. Table III displays the KPIs in question.
Although not presented here for lack of space, we have
tested various possibilities for the numbers of target clusters,
and found out that the highest score of k-means was obtained
by using only two clusters. Indeed, the use of k-means revealed
that the data incorrectly classified by the decision tree can be
further clustered into two groups according to TCP attributes.
Similarly, the best choice is to use two clusters also in case
of using radio attributes. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the clusters
obtained by using carefully chosen pairs of attributes. The first
figure reports an example of TCP attributes and the second
depicts an example of radio attributes. In both cases, it is
clear that the clusters obtained with k-means separate the
samples into those that have TCP (resp., radio) issues and
those that do not have issues. Therefore, applying k-means to
TCP (resp., radio) attributes allows to identify whether there
exists a problem with the TCP (resp., radio) performance.
4) Classifying Anomalies: The last stage of our methodology involves deriving a final model, using again a decision
tree, to identify the root cause of the identified anomalies.
For our specific case study, we use a decision tree to classify
into the cases that the causes of the anomaly are TCP events,
radio conditions, or both. This decision tree has been trained
with the k-means labels previously collected from TCP-based
and radio-based clustering, and a new collection of relevant
attributes (see Table III). Fig. 8 showcases the resulting
decision tree, which not only classifies TCP and radio issues,
but also identifies a class of anomalies that cannot be explained
by means of TCP and radio attributes (labeled as “failure to
identify”). A problem is classified as “unknow” when it is
not possible to distinguish between TCP or radio problem,
but it is definitely one of these two. An enumeration of the

TABLE III

R ADIO AND TCP KPI S USED BY THE UNSUPERVISED ML
ALGORITHM (k- MEANS , WITH k = 2)

End.RSSI.dBm

Radio

Start.RSRP.dBm

Radio

End.RSRP.dBm

Radio

Start.SINR.dB

Radio

End.SINR.dB

TCP
TCP
TCP
TCP
TCP
TCP

Abs
Abs
Abs
Abs
Abs
Abs

TCP

triple dupacks b2a

CWIN avg
CWIN max
RWIN avg
RWIN max
PacketLost sum
IdleTime avg

rules applied by the decision tree can be found in Table IV.
Fig. 7 depicts the points that belong to each class in terms
of TDR and RTT. Observing the final decision tree, we can
distinguish if the problem is due to TCP with a probability
of 0.623, or radio with probability of 0.60 (note that events
are not mutually exclusive so that their probabilities do not
need to sum up to one or less). The overall score of the tree is
70%, which means that 70% of the anomalies are identified,
jointly with their root causes. Misclassification is mostly due
to lack of data, since after three split levels, the amount of
data at some leaf nodes is no longer statistically relevant.
Note that the “Failure to Identify” class shown in the decision
tree of Fig. 8 and in Table IV is due to a lack of training
data over other attributes. For example, the availability of
Domain Name System (DNS) and Transport Layer Security
(TLS) measurements might help to identify more types of
network problems and further complement the analysis in a
fully automated way.
With the above simple example we have shown that we
have defined an automated anomaly detection system, which
is functional to improve the quality of the networking service.
Indeed, the system is able to self-identify network performance
issues, and so it can be used to alert the right support personnel, either TCP or radio experts in the presented example,
which will receive as input the rules from Table IV that raised
the alarm. Our methodology is easy to implement, and it can
be deployed in production environments.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we have presented a methodology that allows
to fully automate the process of identifying anomalies in the
behavior of a network. The main advantages of the proposed
approach are that it can be implemented in a fully automated
way and that its results are interpretable. Specifically, our

1.5

Abs_CWIN_max

Radio

Description
Received signal strength indication initial value.
Received signal strength indication (final value).
Reference Signals Received Power
(initial value).
Reference Signals Received Power (final value).
Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (initial value).
Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (final value).
Average congestion window size.
Maximum congestion Window size.
Average TCP receive window.
Maximum TCP receive window.
PacketLost total value.
Average gap value between consecutive TCP segments.
Triple duplicate ack value (server to
client).

1.0
0.5
0.0

0.0

0.2

0.4
0.6
Abs_CWIN_avg

TCP Problem
TCP ok
0.8
1.0
1e6

Fig. 5. The two k-means clusters obtained with TCP attributes with respect
to the Congestion Window average and maximum value attributes.

Start.RSRP.dBm

KPI
Start.RSSI.dBm

1e6

60
70
80
90
100
110

90

80

70
60
Start.RSSI.dBm

Radio Problem
Radio ok
50
40

Fig. 6. The two k-means clusters obtained with radio attributes with respect
to the RSSI and RSRP attributes.

methodology is based on the compound application of wellestablished supervised and unsupervised ML tools.
We have also provided an application example based on
real data from operational cellular networks. In the example,
we have shown that when we identify anomalies in TCP
throughput with our methodology, we are also able to further
investigate the root causes of anomalies. This feature is key to
promptly activate precise and effective troubleshooting actions.
Furthermore, our methodology is generic and can be used
to automatically detect several types of networking problems,
and examine several classes of potential anomaly causes,
without losing the interpretation of the results. As such, it
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TCP Problem
Unknown
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Radio
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103
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RTT_avg
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Fig. 7. The outcome of the misclassified points using a combination of
unsupervised and supervised ML in Fig. 8 and properly classified points with
the supervised ML classifier in Fig. 3.

Abs_CWIN_max <= 681468.0
gini = 0.698
samples = 195
value = [25, 69, 28, 73]
class = Unknown
True

Abs_CWIN_avg <= 23854.341
gini = 0.245
samples = 7
value = [6, 0, 1, 0]
class = Failure to identify

gini = 0.0
samples = 1
value = [0, 0, 1, 0]
class = Radio Problem/TCP ok

gini = 0.0
samples = 6
value = [6, 0, 0, 0]
class = Failure to identify

False

Start.RSRP.dBm <= -102.0
gini = 0.514
samples = 52
value = [23, 0, 28, 1]
class = Radio Problem/TCP ok

Start.RSRP.dBm <= -86.5
gini = 0.513
samples = 143
value = [2, 69, 0, 72]
class = Unknown

Abs_CWIN_avg <= 17639.411
gini = 0.497
samples = 45
value = [17, 0, 27, 1]
class = Radio Problem/TCP ok

Start.SINR.dB <= -1.5
gini = 0.479
samples = 77
value = [1, 48, 0, 28]
class = Radio ok/TCP Problem

gini = 0.0
samples = 4
value = [4, 0, 0, 0]
class = Failure to identify

gini = 0.465
samples = 41
value = [13, 0, 27, 1]
class = Radio Problem/TCP ok

gini = 0.0
samples = 11
value = [0, 11, 0, 0]
class = Radio ok/TCP Problem

Abs_RWIN_avg <= 1840754.938
gini = 0.454
samples = 66
value = [1, 21, 0, 44]
class = Unknown

gini = 0.506
samples = 66
value = [1, 37, 0, 28]
class = Radio ok/TCP Problem

gini = 0.393
samples = 54
value = [1, 13, 0, 40]
class = Unknown

gini = 0.444
samples = 12
value = [0, 8, 0, 4]
class = Radio ok/TCP Problem

Fig. 8. Anomaly detection decision tree with TCP, radio KPIs from Table III, and k-means labeled clusters as classes.
TABLE IV
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